Cicatrix
Dark Bay or Brown Filly; Feb 20, 2015


1st dam Provincial, by Pulpit. 4 wins at 4 and 5, $176,507, 2nd Misty Gallore S. -R (BEL, $13,264), 3rd Ajina S. -R (BEL, $7,050). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners--
Political Agenda (g. by Langfuhr). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $121,735.
Trade (c. by Posse). 6 wins, 3 to 6, $98,571.
Hot Rodder (c. by More Than Ready). 3 wins at 3, $47,353.
Cicatrix (f. by Violence). See below.
Colonial Power (g. by Curlin). Placed at 3 and 5, 2017, $36,075.

2nd dam Colonial Review, by Pleasant Colony. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $97,352, 2nd Marshua S. [L] (LRL, $10,970), Jersey Blues S. (MED, $8,000), Jersey Belle S. (GS, $6,310), 3rd Shrewsbury S. (MTH, $4,800), Cooper's Ferry S. (MED, $4,800), Wide Country S. (LRL, $3,627). Sister to DANCE COLONY ($504,825, Astarita S. [G2], etc.), half-sister to ANOTHER REVIEW ($752,370, Californian S. [G1], etc., sire), NO REVIEW ($634,545, Santa Barbara H. [G1], etc.), Rap and Dance ($200,465, 3rd Holly Beach S. -R (LRL, $4,815)), Pleasant Review ($141,455 (USA), 2nd River Memories S. [L] (WO, $20,000(CAN)), etc.). Dam of 8 winners--

3rd dam DANCE REVIEW, by Northern Dancer. 2 wins at 3, $40,125. Dam of 13 winners--

Cicatrix | Pro đạt Việt Nam | Violence, 10 dk b/ | Medaglia d'Oro, 99 dk b/ | El Prado (IRE), 89 gr
Foaled in Kentucky | Violent Beauty, 03 dk b/ | Storming Beauty, 98 dk b/ | Cappucino Bay, 89 b
Provincial, 00 dk b/ | Pulpit, 94 b | A.P. Indy, 89 dk b/ | Gone West, 84 b
Colonial Review, 93 dk b/ | Pleasant Colony, 78 dk b/ | Preach, 89 b | Pulpit, 94 b
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3rd Taj Rossi Series Final, Living Legends S.

- The Bull Hayes (IRE) (g. by Sadler's Wells). 5 wins, 3 to 7 in IRE and ENG, $175,551 (USA), 2nd Ardilaun Hotel Oyster S., 3rd Airlie Stud Gallinule S. [G3].
  Frost Flower (IRE) (f. by Sadler's Wells). Unraced. Dam of--
  Recipient (f. by Point Given). Winner at 2 and 3, $58,656, 3rd Blue Norther S. [L] (SA, $9,636).

- DANCE COLONY (f. by Pleasant Colony). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $504,825, Astarita S. [G2], Adirondack S. [G2], Florida Oaks [L] (TAM, $60,000), Cleome S. -R (PHA, $14,280), 2nd Gazelle H. [G1], Louisville Budweiser Breeders’ Cup H. [G2], Pimlico Oaks [L] (PIR, $60,000), Twin Lights S. (MTH, $7,000), etc. Dam of--


- Tropic Depression (f. by Storm Cat). Winner at 3, $37,105. Dam of--
  Donttellmewhattodo (f. by Strong Hope). 2 wins at 3, $83,560, 3rd Leave Me Alone S. [L] (CRC, $11,000). Dam of--


- Light Showers (f. by Point Given). Winner at 4, $48,240. Dam of--
  Amigazo (c. by Friendly Island). Winner at 2 and 3 in DOM, Champion imported 2-year-old colt in Dominican Republic.

- Cho Cho San (f. by Deputy Minister). Placed in 1 start at 3, $4,160. Dam of--
  BLUESKIESNRAINBOWS (c. by English Channel). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $672,552, San Pasqual S. [G2] (SA, $120,000), Swaps S. [G2] (BHP, $90,000), Native Diver S. [G3] (BHP, $90,000), Ralph M. Hinds H. [L] (BSR, $55,500), 2nd Breeders' Cup Marathon [G2] (SA, $90,000), etc.

- CHO CHO CAT (f. by Tale of the Cat). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $144,839, Tellike S. (EVD, $30,000).

- My Angel Dancer (f. by Fusaichi Pegasus). Placed at 3, $6,510. Dam of--

- Rap and Dance (f. by Pleasant Tap). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $200,465, 3rd Holly Beach S. -R (LR, $4,815). Dam of--
  RAP TALE (f. by Tale of the Cat). 7 wins at 3 and 4, $250,678, Brookmeade S. -R (CNL, $27,000), 2nd Candy Eclair S. (MTH, $12,000), 3rd Red Carpet S. (PEN, $8,250).


- Rap Queen (f. by Stormin Fever). Placed at 2 and 3, $9,063. Dam of--
  Dominican Dandy (c. by Greatness). 8 wins at 2 and 3 in DOM, Champion imported 3-year-old colt in Dominican Republic.


- Colonial Review (f. by Pleasant Colony). Black type placed winner, see above.

- Promenade Colony (f. by Pleasant Colony). Winner at 3, $20,910. Dam of--
  PROMENADE GIRL (f. by Carson City). 8 wins, 2 to 4, $678,990, Molly Pitcher Breeders' Cup H. [G2] (MTH, $180,000), Nellie Morse S. [L] (LR, $51,000), Golden Sylvia H. [L] (MNR, $45,000), Twixt S. -R (LR, $45,000), Geisha H. -R (LR, $45,000), etc. Dam of--
  CAVORTING (f. by Bernardini). 8 wins in 13 starts, 2 to 4, $2,063,000, Ogden Phipps S. [G1] (BEL, $355,000), Personal Ensign S. [G1] (SAR, $400,000), Longines Test S. [G1] (SAR, $300,000), Adirondack S. [G2] (SAR, $220,000), Priorex S. [G2] (SAR, $180,000), etc.

- Thirstforlife (g. by Stay Thirsty). 3 wins at 2 and 3, 2017, $147,915, 3rd Best Pal S. [G2]
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(DMR, $24,000), Kentucky Juvenile S. (CD, $9,800).


Greeley Awesome (g. by Mr. Greeley). 5 wins, 2 to 4, placed at 7, 2017, $154,100, 2nd Oceanside S. -R (DMR, $22,380).

Prom Time (f. by Tale of the Cat). Winner at 2, $54,525. Dam of--

Pizmo Time (g. by City Zip). Winner at 3 and 4, 2017, $100,264, 3rd Grover Buddy Delp Memorial S. (DEL, $5,500). Set nor at Laurel Park, 1 1/16 miles in 1:39.78.

Promenade Lane (f. by Woodman). Winner at 3 and 4, $15,760. Dam of--

Outside Lane (f. by Outflanker). 8 wins, 2 to 5, $210,345, 3rd Trevose S. [L] (PHA, $8,420).

Buck n' Ham Lane (g. by Outflanker). 5 wins, 2 to 5, placed at 6, 2017, $110,150, 3rd Maryland Juvenile Championship S. -R (LRL, $10,000).

Gypsy Swap (f. by Woodman). Unraced. Dam of--

SEEYOUNGCHANCE (g. by American Chance). 4 wins at 2, $95,954, H. Steward Mitchell S. (PIM, $24,000).

Southern Strike (f. by Smart Strike). Unplaced. Dam of--


Ballet Colony (f. by Pleasant Colony). 3 wins at 3, $33,880. Dam of--

Dance City (c. by City Zip). 2 wins at 3, $190,900, 3rd Arkansas Derby [G1] (OP, $100,000).

Pinard (c. by E Dubai). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in PAN, 3rd Clasico Presidente de la Republica.

Dance On the Coast (f. by Coastal). Winner at 3, $13,672. Dam of--

=King Lyphard (JPN) (c. by Crystal Glitters). 13 wins, 3 to 8 in JPN, $786,019 (USA), 3rd Nippon TV Hai. Sire.

=K.Two Puffy (JPN) (f. by =Old Vic (GB)). 2 wins at 3 in JPN, $277,463 (USA), 3rd Jiji Press Hai Queen S. Producer.

Miss Kistler (f. by Pleasant Colony). Winner at 2, $29,600. Dam of--

Plie (f. by Dixieland Band). Broodmare of the year in 2013. Dam of--

=Indie Band (KOR) (c. by Ecton Park). 5 wins in 8 starts at 2 and 3 in KOR, Horse of the year in Republic of Korea.

=Rock Band (KOR) (c. by Ecton Park). 3 wins at 3 in KOR, $606,011 (USA), 3rd Owner's Cup.


Pleasant Dancer (c. by Pleasant Colony). 6 wins, 2 to 5, $109,172. Sire.

Major Leaguer (c. by Grand Slam). Winner at 3 and 4, $75,897. Sire.

RACE RECORD for Cicatrix: At 2, 2017, one win in 1 start. Earned $36,000.